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Short fiber reinforced rubber composites have gained great importance due to their advantages in processing and low 
cost, coupled with high strength. Reinforcement with short fibers offers attractive features such as design flexibility, 
high modulus, tear strength, etc. The degree of reinforcement depends upon many parameters, such as: the nature of the 
rubber matrix, the type of fiber, the concentration and orientation of the fibers, fiber to rubber adhesion to generate a 
strong interface, fiber length distribution and aspect ratio of the fibers. In the present research polyaramid fibers are 
investigated because of their significantly higher modulus and strength, compared to other commercial fibers. 
Compounds based on different types of rubbers: NR and EPDM have been made to investigate the use of these fibers in 
different applications, in particular in tire treads for an improved balance in properties. Fibers with different kinds of 
surface treatments are investigated. The reinforcing effect of these short polyaramid fibers has been studied by 
mechanical and viscoelastic experiments, and by studying the fracture surfaces with microscopic techniques. 
 

Introduction  

Fiber reinforced composites with the best mechanical 
properties are those with continuous cords 
reinforcement. Such materials can not be adapted 
easily to mass production and are generally limited to 
products in which the property benefits outweigh the 
cost penalty. By adding suitable short fibers and by 
controlling factors such as the aspect ratio, the 
dispersion and orientation, and the fiber-matrix 
adhesion, significant improvements in property can be 
achieved with thermoplastic, thermosetting and 
rubbery polymers [1]. 
Short fiber reinforced composites with rubbery 
matrices are obtaining increasing importance due to the 
advantages they impart in processing and low cost, 
coupled with high strength. They combine the elastic 
behavior of rubber with strength and stiffness of the 
fibers. Short fiber reinforced rubbers have been 
successfully used in production of V-belts, hoses, tire 
treads and complex-shaped mechanical goods [2, 3]. 
One of the most important factors in short fiber 
reinforcement is adhesion between fiber and matrix. 
Poor adhesion increases the critical fiber length, since 
mechanical friction at the interface must take the role 
of adhesion. Good adhesion can nearly double the 
tensile strength and elongation at break compared to a 
composite in which adhesion is poor [4]. One very 
common method to increase adhesion is by fiber 
surface treatment, using for example isocyanate or 
Resorcinol Formaldehyde Latex (RFL). The adhesive 
treatments for various types of fibers are different. The 
adhesive layer is applied on a cord by a so-called 
dipping process. 

In fact the concept of strength of the interfacial bond is 
not always clear. If there is perfect adhesion, the matrix 
or the fiber breaks before the interfacial bond. If there 
is no adhesion, essentially no work is required to 
separate the surfaces of the matrix and fiber phases, 
even though the two surfaces may appear to be in 
contact. However, even in the case of no adhesion, 
work is required to pull a fiber out of the matrix 
because of the squeezing force exerted on the fiber as a 
result of the mismatch in coefficient of the thermal 
expansion and cooling down of the composite from the 
fabrication temperature. Between perfect adhesion and 
no adhesion there can, of course, be many gradation of 
practical adhesion [4].   

Experimental  
 
Polyaramid short-cut fibers were chosen because of 
their significantly higher modulus and strength, 
compared to other commercial fibers; supplier Teijin 
Aramid b.v.; the initial length of the fibers was 3 mm, 
their diameter 10-12 μm. The different treatments of 
the fibers were: Standard Finish (StF), which is a kind 
of oily substance that is added on the fiber surface to 
facilitate processing, and a RFL-coating. It has been 
shown elsewhere that the standard finish has in 
principle no negative influence on the adhesion of 
cords to rubbers [5].  
Natural Rubber was selected as the main elastomer 
used in treads of truck tires. A typical radiator hose 
compound has also been prepared based on Ethylene 
Propylene Diene terpolymer rubber (EPDM). The 
compound recipes are given in Table I.                   
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           Table I: Compound recipes 
Component       A      B       C      D 
NR SMR CV60 100 -     100 -    
EPDM Keltan 8340A -     100 -     100 
Carbon black     55  105      55 105 
Oil       8       60         8    60 
Stearic acid       2    1        2      2 
ZnO       5       -        5      5 
6PPD         2      -        2       - 
TMQ 1.5      - 1.5       - 
Wax       2      -        2       - 
PEG2000        - 2.5        - 2.5 
TBBS 1.5      - -             2 
Sulfur 1.5     - -           2 
Perkadox 14/40        - 7.5  7.5      - 
TRIM -    4        4     - 

             
Both masterbatches have been made in a 150 liter 
industrial internal mixer. The curatives and short fibers 
were added on a laboratory two roll mill with 
orientation of the fibers by one-way milling. After 
vulcanization till optimum vulcanization time t90 + 2 
minutes tensile tests were done in the longitudinal 
direction of fiber orientation and the fractured surfaces 
of tensile bars were studied with electron microscopy. 
Dynamic Mechanical Analysis has been done using a 
Metravib Viscoanalyser, in strain sweep mode at a 
frequency of 10 Hz and ambient temperature. 

Results and Discussion  

Fiber length and dispersion 
Results obtained from studying fiber length and fiber 
dispersion in model compounds, the same compounds 
but without carbon black, showed that fiber length 
decreased during mixing. The average length obtained 
for fibers with different treatments in NR and EPDM 
was approximately between 2.3 to 2.7 mm. The results 
also showed that RFL-treated fibers end up with higher 
length in both NR and EPDM after mixing compared 
to StF-coated fibers. 
A dispersion study of the model compounds showed 
that fibers with StF-treatment don’t disperse well in 
NR, tending to form agglomerates of fibers, while they 
disperse fairly well in EPDM: Figure I.  RFL-treated 
fibers tend to form smaller agglomerates (micro-
agglomerates) in both NR and EPDM matrices.  
 

 
Fig I: Dispersion of StF-fibers in NR: left, and in EPDM: right, 
model compounds. 
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Fig. II: Tensile properties of 5 phr fiber-loaded NR- and EPDM-
compounds, in longitudinal direction of fiber orientation.         
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Fig. III: Reinforcement factor: Black: NR (A); Gray: EPDM (B), 
containing 5phr RFL-treated fibers, longitudinal direction. 
 
Reinforcement  
Figures IIA-D show the tensile test results for the NR 
and EPDM compounds containing 5phr short fibers 
with Standard Finish (StF) and RFL-coating (RFL) vs. 
compounds without any fiber (WF), sulfur-cured, resp. 
peroxide cured. The addition of fibers causes a drop in 
elongation at break and tensile strength, as expected, 
but also results in higher stresses at both low and high 
elongations. Particularly eye-catching is that the 
reinforcement in NR sulfur cured, especially with RFL-
treated fibers, is far less than in EPDM peroxide cured. 
This is shown in Fig. III where the reinforcement 
factors, which are the ratio of the stress of a reinforced 
composite at a certain elongation, and the stress of the 
corresponding compound without fiber at the same 
elongation, are compared. In the case of NR no large 
effect of RFL fiber treatment is observed, while for 
EPDM the effect of the RFL-coating particularly in the 
range of low elongations till even more than 100% 
strain is very high. The tensile stress of EPDM 
containing RFL-treated fibers increases fast in the 
beginning, reaching a shoulder, then decreases slightly 
and later on, increases again. This clearly indicates that 
at the beginning of the tensile test, at low strains, 
because of good interaction between peroxide cured 
EPDM and the RFL-treated fibers; the applied load is 
mainly transferred to the fibers. Apparently, this is not 
the case for NR. Another indication for the good 
adhesion of RFL-treated fibers to the EPDM 
compound is, that just in this case SEM pictures of 
tensile fracture surfaces show rubber sticking to the 
fiber surface: Fig. IV, while in all other samples no sign 
of fiber-rubber adhesion was observed. 
       

       
 
Fig. IV: SEM photograph of RFL-coated aramid fibers embedded in 
EPDM. 
 

The fact, that reinforcement does take place at low and 
high strains, even in the case of absence of adhesion, 
means that there are also other phenomena involved: 
mechanical interaction.  The first origin of that 
interaction is roughness of fiber surface because of 
fiber bending. Figure V shows the surface of a fiber 
which has been bended/buckled.  The surface becomes 
rough in bending due to the highly crystalline layer 
structure of these fibers. Bending/buckling happens a 
lot of times during mixing, causing this roughness to 
occur along the contour of the fibers. The second origin 
is fiber ends which have been deformed due to the 
cutting process. Figure VI shows a bundle of dog-bone 
shaped fiber ends. These end parts can resist pulling 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. V: Roughness of aramid fiber surface due to bending/buckling. 
 
out by acting like anchors. The third origin of 
mechanical reinforcement is roughness of fiber surface 
due to its coating with RFL in the dipping process. 
This coating is rather rough. So it can be a reason that, 
even without signs of chemical adhesion in the NR 
sulfur cured compounds, the RFL-treated fibers still 
show some signs of reinforcement compared to the 
StF-fibers.  
 

 
 
Fig. VI: Dog-bone shaped fiber ends. 
 
Influence of vulcanization system 
By comparing the tensile results of sulfur- vs. 
peroxide-cured samples: compounds A and C vs. B and 
D, it appears that with the peroxide curing system NR 
shows some improved strength relative to sulfur-cured 
for the RFL-coating: Fig VII. And particularly for 
EPDM the peroxide-cured compound shows much 
better strength than the sulfur-cured with RFL vs. StF. 
For EPDM the tensile curve shape: strong increase in 
strength at low strain, and the range wherein the 
strength is more or less constant with strain before it 
increases further, can be considered as a clear sign of 



chemical adhesion which has also been proven by SEM 
pictures.  
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Fig. VII: Reinforcement factor; Gray: NR-sulfur (A), Black: NR-
peroxide (C), containing 5phr RFL-treated fibers, longitudinal 
direction. 
 
This basic experiment shows that peroxide can create 
chemical links between RFL and bulk rubber, while in 
our case sulfur cannot. Contrary to the common 
practice of many years of using RFL-treated whole 
cords in sulfur-cured NR compounds for tires, the RFL 
creates too little adhesion to NR in the short fiber case. 
It is quite surprising, that it is peroxide-curing which 
gives such good adhesion between RFL and EPDM, 
for which peroxide-curing is a well-known curing 
technique anyway.  
 
Dynamic mechanical properties 
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Fig. VIII: Strain-sweep dependence of tan delta for 3phr short-cut aramid 
fiber reinforced NR (A) and EPDM (D), longitudinal direction 
 
The results of DMA measurements are presented in Fig. 
VIII. In the case of EPDM (Compound B), it can be seen 
that adding Standard Finish fibers results in increased tanδ, 
as might have been expected because of additional 
mechanical losses incurred by slippage at the fiber-rubber 
interface. Adding RFL-treated fibers, because of chemical 

bonds created between fiber and rubber, reduces the tanδ 
again to the level of the compound without fibers.  
In the case of NR (Compound A) there is no considerable 
change in tanδ with adding fibers of any type and even a 
decrease in tanδ can be observed when adding RFL-treated 
fibers.  A possible reason can be that, because of a much 
higher modulus of the vulcanized NR compound compared 
to EPDM, the effect of the interface of the fibers on tanδ is 
not significant. This is a subject of further research. 

Conclusions  

During mixing of short-cut aramid fibers into NR- and 
EPDM-compounds a substantial amount of fiber 
breakage takes place. Still there is sufficient length left 
to give a strong reinforcing effect particularly at low 
elongations. The largest reinforcing effects are seen in 
the peroxide-cured EPDM compound with RFL-treated 
fibers. Fibers with Standard Finish position themselves 
halfway between the RFL-case and compounds without 
any fiber-reinforcement. SEM-pictures show only in 
the case of RFL-treated fibers in peroxide-cured 
EPDM clear signs of chemical adhesion between fiber 
and rubber matrix. The reinforcement in the other cases 
must be mainly due to mechanical interaction 
phenomena, between the fibers and the rubbery 
matrices: related to surface roughness of the fibers due 
to bending/buckling, due to dog-bone fiber ends, some 
roughness on the fiber-surface due to the RFL-coating. 
Apparently, peroxide curing is the root cause of the 
good chemical adhesion between EPDM and RFL-
coating, while in the other cases sulfur-vulcanization 
has little effect. Where StF-fiber loading into EPDM 
tends to raise the tanδ due to slippage phenomena 
caused by the poor adhesion, the chemical adhesion of 
RFL-treated fibers to peroxide cured EPDM bring the 
tanδ back to the level of an unreinforced compound. 
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